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CHAPTER I 
THE INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
THE INTRODUCTION 
Our public schools were originally organized for the 
primary purpose of providing instruction and training to 
the youth of our country to the end that from the benefits 
thus secured they would be most efficiently able to find a 
place in society. In order that the pupils1 education 
might be most readily advanced, teachers and administrators 
were charged with the direction of that education. Such 
remains the purpose of our educational institutions, and 
there remains the responsibility for their direction. 
The most important concern of the teacher is to see 
that his pupils receive the maximum amount of training 
which he is capable of instilling in them; that of the ad¬ 
ministrator 18 to so assist or supervise his teachers that 
the latter will produce the most efficiently trained pupils 
possible. 
In most school systems, there are two officials whose 
primary concern is the responsibility for teacher supervi¬ 
sion: the superintendent and the principal. To the super¬ 
intendent belongs the responsibility for the efficient and 
productive use of the entire facilities at the disposal of 
the whole sohool system. To the principal belongs the 
responsibility for the efficient and productive use of the 
facilities of his individual sohool. 
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As the person primarily responsible for the well 
being of a given school system, the superintendent must, 
of necessity, delegate much of his responsibilities to 
his principals. Consequently, both the superintendent and 
the principal are Jointly responsible to see that the 
teachers in any given school are so assisted that their ef¬ 
forts will be direoted towards reoognized goals of educa¬ 
tional attainment. Further, it is the responsibility of 
those same two officials to make oertain that their teaoh- 
ers fully understand Just what are the goals of attainment 
for which they are striving. 
During the laet few decades, the vast changes in our 
industrial economy have brought with them a multiplicity 
of problems — the solutions to many of whioh are enigma¬ 
tic. In a large measure, those problems have been laid at 
education's door for solution. Concomitant with the educa¬ 
tional problems thus created, our educators have had to 
recognize that many problems once restricted to the home 
are increasingly becoming the concern of the school. The 
burdens thus placed upon our educational institutions have 
rested ultimately upon the teachers. 
As the problems of society have increased, so, too, 
have the problems of the school. In proportion to the in¬ 
crease of the problems of the school, the problems of the 
teachers have accordingly been increased. Because the 
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problems of the teachers have increased, their need for ade¬ 
quate assistance and guidance in solving those problems has 
likewise increased. Thus, the necessity for adequate teach¬ 
er supervision has become increasingly important in our 
public schools* 
Teachers, like other humans, are so constituted that 
no two ever approximate a real degree of similarity. The 
differences among teachers are reflected in the problems 
which they recognize, the manner in which they attack those 
problems, and finally in the resultant product of their ef¬ 
forts. If the manifold problems with which teachers must 
deal are to reach other than heterogeneous conclusions, the 
teachers, through the help of supervisory personnel, must 
be so assisted that they clearly recognize what problems 
exist and the methods of attacking those problems which 
augur well toward successful oonolusions. 
For the last few years, there has been an Increasing 
demand that the importance of teachers1 work be recognized 
by the raising of their salaries to an amount commensurate 
with that importance. Muoh has been written and said about 
the difficulties under which teachers labor in seeking to 
attain the reoognized aims of education. In contrast, very 
little attention has been devoted toward an improvement in 
the production lines of our educational system. If our 
school teachers are to warrant the increased remuneration 
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for whloh they are presently struggling, concomitant with 
raises in salary must be a continuous Improvement in the 
educational produot for which teachers are responsible. If 
teachers are to improve the processes by which they educate 
our young — and hence their final product — they must 
have the wholehearted assistance of those in whom is lodged 
the responsibility for rendering supervisory assistance. 
In brief, teachers need all the help that it is possible to 
obtain from both their principals and their superintendents. 
Because there are so few supervisory personnel avail¬ 
able in relation to the total need, it is essential that 
those who are available be thoroughly cognizant of the 
problems with which teachers are faced in order that they 
may thus be able to render assistance most efficiently. It 
is the hope of the investigator that the findings of this 
etudy will be of assistance to all supervisory personnel 
to the end that the assistance which they do render may be 
advanced in recognition of the stated desires of the teaoh- 
ers themselves. 
*1. 
CHAPTER XI 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE 
« ... 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE 
In the preceding chapter, the general soope of the 
problem at hand was indicated. In the present chapter, a 
more detailed description of the manner in which the study 
was conducted is outlined. 
Statement of Problem — There are three main purposes at¬ 
tached to this study:- 
(1) To determine how muoh supervisory assistance is 
being received by secondary sohool teachers in com¬ 
munities taken to be typioal of Massachusetts. 
(2) To determine what those teachers desire in the 
way of supervisory assistance. 
(3) To determine what relationship exists between the 
amount and type of supervision being received by those 
teachers and the amount and type they desire. 
Reason for Interest — It is the ultimate aim of the inves¬ 
tigator to become engaged in administrative work in the 
secondary schools of Massachusetts. Supervision being one 
of the most important phases of a school administrator^ 
work, it is my desire to understand from first-hand investi¬ 
gation Just what the present supervisory practices are and 
what teachers consider to be their needs in the way of 
assistance 
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Subjects and Materials -- One hundred seventy secondary 
school teachers In fifteen Massachusetts cities and towns 
were the subjects of this investigation. To each was sent 
a check-list questionnaire. Of the one hundred seventy 
teachers thus contacted, one hundred sixteen or sixty- 
eight per cent returned the completed forms. The cities 
and towns represented by these teachers have a total popu¬ 
lation of some 220,000 people which, in accordance with the 
19^0 census, represents Just under five per cent of the 
total population of Massachusetts. Fourteen of those towns 
are situated in the Connecticut Valley, the fifteenth in 
the suburban Boston area. The one hundred sixteen teachers 
who completed the questionnaire represent Just over one per 
cent of the total number of secondary school teachers in 
Massachusetts. No questionnaires were cent to school sys¬ 
tems which have secondary school supervisors, as such* 
G-eneral Procedure — 
(1) The first step in attacking the problem at hand 
was the construction of a questionnaire arranged in 
two parts. The first part was composed of two types 
of questions, one dealing with the teachers* back¬ 
ground and the other covering supervisory praotlces 
as carried on in the Individual school system. The 
second part of the questionnaire set forth a series of 
situations which have been shown by previous report 
and investigation to constitute problems to the 
-9- 
teaching profession in general* The second part was 
so constructed as to allow the teacher to indicate 
whether or not he had previously received supervisory 
assistance in the indicated situation, the source 
from which he had received such assistance, and, 
finally, whether or not he would desire more assist¬ 
ance in solving problems in connection with that 
situation. Space was then provided to allow the teach¬ 
er to indicate on which two of the eighteen situations 
he would most desire supervisory aid, and to add any 
situations not already covered on whloh he had received 
such assistance. For a copy of the questionnaire, see 
Appendix. 
(2) The materials from which the questionnaire was 
constructed were drawn from the following sources:- 
(1) The Department of Superintendence Eighth Yearbook, 
r'The Superintendent Surveys Supervision"(2) MThe 
Problems of the Beginning Teacher", by Jennie Pollard 
Blals&ell2, and (3) from the teaching experience of the 
investigator. 
(1) Department of Superintendence Eighth Yearbook, 
"lilne Superintendent Surveys Supervision*1. PP 23, 
27-28 and 31-32. 
(2) Blalsdell, J. P., The Problems of the Beginning 
Teaoher. pp 11, 2?, $2 and fa8. 6 6 
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(3) The questionnaire Itself was distributed in two 
vays:- 
(a) Ten teachers enrolled in graduate courses in 
the department of Education cooperated by taking 
with them for distribution among their fellow 
teaohers a number of questionnaires commensurate 
with the size of the faculties of their individual 
schools. Regardless of the size of the individual 
schools, the number thus distributed was limited 
to not more than fifteen. 
(b) The remaining five secondary school systems 
were contacted by direct visitation. In each 
case, the principal cooperated by distributing the 
questionnaires among the teachers in his school. 
The maximum number of questionnaires thus distri¬ 
buted was likewise limited to fifteen per school. 
(4) To ensure each teacher of the inviolability of his 
replies, a stamped, self-addressed envelope was at¬ 
tached by the investigator to eaoh questionnaire. In 
the explanatory passages on the first page, the teach¬ 
ers were assured that answers were to be treated as 
confidential. The teachers were urged not to indicate 
either their own identity cr that of the school system 
to which they belonged. 
(5) Because of the large measure of cooperation 
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cxtended by the graduate students and the principals 
concerned, neither transmittal nor follow-up letters 
were necessary. 
(6) Vhen the questionnaires were returned, tabula¬ 
tions were made to ehov* the present supervisory condi¬ 
tions under which the responding; teachers are working 
and, further, to show the desires of those teachers in 
the matter of supervisory assistance. 
Nomenclature — Unless otherwise indicated, the terms, 
MTeacher(s)M and Mschool(s)*, used in this study will be 
understood to mean secondary school teachers and secondary 
schools represented by this study. 
The following chapters will be devoted to a report on 
the background of the teachers represented in the study, the 
supervisory practices in the systems studied, the teachers1 
statements as to the assistance which they have previously 
received, the source of that assistance, the assistance de¬ 
sired and, finally, a consideration of the relationship be¬ 
tween what those teachers desire In contrast to the supervi¬ 
sory assistance which they receive. 
r * 
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CHAPTER III 
BACKGROUND CF TEACHERS 
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CHAPTER III 
In the first part of the questionnaire, there were 
seven questions designed to show the background of the 
teachers from whom the information used as a basis for this 
problem was obtained* In this chapter, each of those seven 
questions will be re-stated and followed by an analysis or 
report of the resultant answers* 
How Many Years Have You Been Teaching? In Your Present 
System? All but one of the one hundred sixteen responding 
teachers replied to this question. 
TABLE I 
Experience of Teaohers 
Number Number of Number in 
Years Of Teaohers in More Than 
Experlenoe Teachers Same System One System 
1-5 26 19 7 
6-10 25 7 IS 
11-15 IS 5 13 
16-20 17 7 10 
21-26 9 2 7 
26-30 12 4 s 
31-35 6 0 6 
36-4o 2 0 2 
Totals 115 44 71 
Average length of experience — 13 years* 
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As shown in Table I, twenty-six of the teachers have 
been teaching between one and five years, twenty-five be¬ 
tween six and ten years, eighteen between eleven and fif¬ 
teen, seventeen between sixteen and twenty years, nine be¬ 
tween twenty-one and twenty-five years, twelve between 
twenty-six and thirty years, six between thirty-one and 
thirty-five years and two between thirty-six and forty 
years. 
In the third column of Table I is indicated the number 
of teachers who have had their entire experience in one 
school system. As Indicated in column four, seventy-one or 
sixty-two per cent of the teachers have had experience in 
more than one school system. As shown at the foot of 
Table I, the teaohers studied have an average experience of 
thirteen years. 
Tenure of Teaohers — In answering the second part of the 
first question, the teaohers indicated that their average 
tenure was ten years. Table II has been designed to picture 
the length of tenure of the one hundred fifteen teaohers who 
answered the second part of the first question. 
A study of Table II reveals the fact that fifty-three 
or forty-six per cent of the teachers have tenures under six 
years. The longest tenure of any one teacher is between 
thirty-one and thirty-five years. 
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TABLE II 
Tenure of Teachers 
Years 
Experience 
Number 
Of 
Teachers 
Number of 
Teachers in 
Same System 
Number in 
More Than 
One System 
1-5 53 19 -3$— 
6-10 14 7 7 
11-15 13 5 g 
16-20 16 7 9 
21-25 10 2 g 
26-30 g 4 4 
31-35 1 0 1 
Totals 
Average tenure 
115 
— 10 years. 
44 71 
What le the Approximate Enrollment of Your School? In re¬ 
plying to this question, the teachers indicated that they 
were engaged in schools which had enrollments varying from 
seventy to twelve hundred pupils, the average being four 
hundred twenty-five. In accordance with the figures pub¬ 
lished in the last annual school returns for Massachusetts, 
the actual enrollment for these schools averaged four hun¬ 
dred twenty-two pupils. The figures from the school re¬ 
turns are shown in Table III, with letters representing the 
names of the towns. 
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TABLE III 
Number of Teachers, Pupils and Population 
Of Towns Used In This Study 
Town 
Number of 
Teachers Enrollment Population 
A* FT 265 8, £42 
B* 19 296 7,110 
C 4 • 56 922 
D* 38 786 25.315 
E* 25 459 17.072 
F 6 115 2.876 
G* 58 1,184 57,750 
H* 8 100 6,197 
I 3 71 387 
J 4o 732 26,794 
K 19 4o2 11,149 
L 15 388 7,856 
M 18 246 8,557 
N 27 476 20,135 
0 37 750 21,793 
Totals 333 6,326 222,755 
Average 22 422 ’ 14,850 
* Three- •year high schools- 
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How Many Teachers Are There in Your 3ohool? In the third 
question, the answers indicated that the faculties of the 
schools represented in this study ranged from three to 
sixty, the average being twenty-four. According to the 
school returns mentioned above, the actual average of the 
faculties of these schools was twenty-two teaohers. Under 
the column headed, “Number of Teachers”, in Table III, the 
actual figures are shown. 
Population of Towns Represented — Also Indicated in Table 
III is the population of each of the towns whose secondary 
school systems are included in this 6tudy. As indicated, 
the towns under consideration have populations varying from 
three hundred eighty-seven to fifty-seven thousand, the 
average being Just under fifteen thousand. As noted else¬ 
where, the total population represented in this study is 
nearly five per cent of the total population of Massachu¬ 
setts, in accordance with the latest official census. 
What is the Principal Subject Which You T6ach? In respond¬ 
ing to this question, the teaohers indicated that they were 
engaged in many fields of instruction. As indicated in 
Table IV, this study oovers teachers who are engaged in 
eleven distinct branches of instruction. 
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TABLE IV 
Subject Matter and Frequency Among Teachers 
Subject Number Of Teachers 
Agriculture 1 
Commercial 13 
English 25 
Guidance 2 
Home Economics 3 
Language (Foreign) 14 
Mathematics 16 
Mechanical Drawing 2 
Physical Education 2 
Science 14 
Social Science 24 
Total 116 
Hanging from agriculture with only one teaoher repre¬ 
sented to English with twenty-five, the subject matter for 
which the teachers questioned were responsible also included 
social science with twenty-four teachers, mathematics with 
sixteen, language and science with fourteen each, commercial 
subjeots with thirteen, home economics with three, and 
guidance, physical education and mechanical drawing with two 
each. 
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Do You Desire More Supervlgory Asslstance? Of the one hun¬ 
dred eight teachers who answered this question, sixty-nine 
replied, ”NoH; twenty-eight, "Yes"; and eleven gave quali¬ 
fied answer8. Since the qualified answers were of the fol¬ 
lowing nature, Mif better” or ”lf good”, it seems reason¬ 
able to include such answers with those which were unquali¬ 
fiedly in the affirmative. As indicated in Table V, a total 
of thirty-nine or thirty-six per cent indicate that they de¬ 
sire more supervisory assistance than they are now receiving. 
TABLE V 
Teachers Desiring More Supervisory Assistance 
Subject 
Number 
Of 
Teachers 
Number 
Desiring 
Assistance 
Per Cent 
Desiring 
Assistance 
Agriculture 1 0 0 
Commercial 12 6 50 
English 23 10 43 
Guidance 2 1 50 
Home Economics 3 1 33 
Language 13 3 23 
Mathematics 14 5 36 
Mechanical Drawing 2 1 50 
Physioal Education 1 0 0 
Science 14 3 21 
Social Solenoe 23 9 39 
Total log 39 — 
Average — 36 
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When the answers to this question were studied fur¬ 
ther , it was observed that those teachers who answered, 
H*esH were more frequently teaohers of corameroial subjects, 
English and social science — exclusive of those teachers 
from %*hon an Insufficient sampling was obtained. Table V 
has been constructed to show the relationship of teachers 
desiring assistance and the subjects they teach. 
Of the twenty-four teachers having less than six years 
experience, fourteen or fifty-eight per cent stated that 
they desired more assistance. Of the eighty-four teachers 
having more than five years experience, only twenty-five 
or thirty per cent Indicate a desire for more supervisory 
help. It thus seems safe to conclude that teachers in 
their first five years are almost twice as likely to want 
supervisory help as those who have been teaching for a 
longer period. However, it should not be overlooked that 
three out of every ten teaohers in the latter group indi¬ 
cated that they would like more assistance. 
T//hen Teaohlng Problems Arise in Your Glasses. Do You Consult 
Your Principal for Assistance? Do You Consult Your Superin¬ 
tendent? Of the one hundred sixteen teachers questioned, 
eighty-three replied that they do consult with their princi¬ 
pals, thirty replied that they do not, and three failed to 
answer the question. In answer to the second part of the 
question, twenty-one teaohers replied that they consult with 
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thelr superintendents on classroom problems, eighty-eight 
stated that they do not, and seven did not answer. 
Upon further analysis of the above answers, it wag 
found that twenty-eight or twenty-five per cent of the teach¬ 
ers studied consult with neither their principals nor their 
superintendents concerning problems which arise in their 
classrooms* Sixty-six or sixty-one per cent of the teach¬ 
ers who answered both parts of the question Indicated that 
they consult only with their principals upon problems which 
arise in the classroom. Seventeen, or sixteen per cent, of 
the teachers answering both parts of the question indicated 
that they consult with both their superintendents and their 
principals tJh.en problems arise in their classrooms* 
It is interesting to note that of the twenty-eight 
teachers who signified that they consult neither their prin¬ 
cipals nor their superintendents upon olasgroom problems, 
thirteen of that number stated that they desire more super¬ 
visory assistance. In other words, of the thirty-nine 
teachers who presumably want assistance, one out of every 
three do not go to the people who are charged with the re¬ 
sponsibility for rendering such assistance. Although four 
of those thirteen were in their first year of teaching, and 
five more had taught less than seven years, eaoh of the re¬ 
maining four had taught for more than fifteen years. 
Do You Mind Teaching; When a Supervisor Is Present? To this 
question, eighty-two teachers replied in the negative, 
thirty-two in the positive and two failed to answer. Of 
those vho stated that they did mind teaching when a supervi¬ 
sor was present, there were six teachers with lees than 
five years experience and twenty-six with more than five 
years experience. The average teaching experience of all 
the teachers answering affirmatively was Just over thirteen 
years — 11.1 years. Hence, although only twenty-eight per 
cent of the responding teachers stated that they mind teach¬ 
ing when a supervisor is present, those who do mind are not 
confined to teachers of little experience. The average ex¬ 
perience of the teachers who are bothered by the presence 
of a supervisor corresponds almost exactly to the average 
length of experience of all the teachers included in this 
study. 
Only five or thirteen per cent of the thirty-nine 
teachers who stated that they desire more assistance indi¬ 
cated that they mind teaching when a supervisor is present. 
Twenty-seven or thirty-nine per cent of the sixty-nine 
teaohers who indicated that they did not want any more super 
visory assistance also indicated that they minded teaching 
when a supervisor was present. Since only thirteen per cent 
of the teachers desiring assistance and thirty-nine per cent 
of those who do not desire more assistance indicate that 
they are bothered by a supervisor's presence, it seems safe 
to conclude that a large proportion of the teachers do not 
want any more supervision because they do not feel free in 
the presence of a supervisor. 
Summary — Prom the data studied in this chapter, we can con- 
i 
elude the following:- 
(1) The average teacher considered in this problem 
has thirteen years experience and a tenure of ten 
years. 
(?) He teaches in a town of about fifteen thousand 
people. 
(3) He is a member of a faoulty of twenty-two teachers. 
(4) He teaches In one of eleven major subject fields. 
An analysis of the data presented in this ohapter 
seems to indicate the followlng:- 
(1) More than one out of every three teachers desires 
more supervisory assistance than he is now receiving. 
(?) Teachers with less than six years experience are 
almost twice as likely to desire more assistance than 
those having more experience. 
(3) One of every four teachers consults neither his 
principal nor his superintendent on classroom problems. 
(4) Many teachers desiring assistance are afraid to 
seek it from those who should render it. 
(5) Teachers who are bothered by the presence of a su¬ 
pervisor are not confined to those of little experience. 
, I 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUPERVISORY PRACTICES IN SYSTEMS STUDIED 
f 
CHAPTER IV 
SUPERVISORY PRACTICES IN SYSTEMS STUDIED 
The questions which are to be treated in this chapter 
were asked for the purpose of discovering the nature of the 
supervisory practices in the sohool systems represented in 
this problem. Therefore, eaoh of these questions was re¬ 
lated to a supervisory practice in common usage. 
About How Many Supervisory Visits Did You Reoelve in Your 
First Year of Teaching? In Your Second Year? Do You Now 
Reoelve? Of the one hundred sixteen teachers questioned, 
one hundred one answered the first and third parts of this 
question and ninety-four answered the second part. Their 
answers have been tabulated and are shown in Table VI, HFre¬ 
quency of Supervisory Visits*1. 
As represented in Table VI, there were eight teachers 
who reoeived no supervisory visits during their first year 
of teaching, thirteen who received none during their seoond 
year and there are thirty-five who are now receiving none. 
On the other extreme, there were twelve teachers who re¬ 
ceived over twelve visits during their first year, seven 
who received over twelve in their second year, and four who 
are now receiving more than twelve visits per year. 
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TABLE VI 
Frequency of Supervisory Visits 
Visits 
Per 
Year 
First 
Year 
Teaching 
Second 
Year 
Teaching 
At 
Present 
0 ft 13 35 
1 10 11 12 
2 13 ft 14 
3 ft 11 12 
4 4 5 6 
5 13 l6 9 
6 5 7 1 
7 0 3 0 
ft 4 5 5 
9 0 0 0 
10 15 5 1 
11 0 0 0 
12 6 3 2 
15 ft 3 2 
20 4 2 1 
25 2 2 1 
30 1 
IoI“ ' 
0 
~W 
0 
ioi 
Total Visits 705 4g4 3io 
Average Per 
Year 7 5.1 3*1 
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As indicated in Table VI, during the teachers1 first 
year they were visited an average of seven times, during 
their second year five times and at present are being visi¬ 
ted three times per year. The averages thus secured were 
weighted. 
In Minutes. How Long was the Average Supervisory Visit Dur¬ 
ing Your First Year of Teaching? How Long are They Now? 
The ninety-five teachers who estimated the length of 
supervisory visits during their first year and the sixty- 
nine who estimated the length of their present visits gave 
answers whioh averaged twenty-three minutes and fifteen min¬ 
utes, respectively, exclusive of those teaohers who received 
or receive no visitations. Should the teachers having no 
visitations be included, first year visitations would aver¬ 
age twenty-one minutes and present visitations would average 
ten minutes. 
Does Your Superintendent Use a Rating Scale in Judging His 
Teachers* Qualifications? Does Your Principal? 
One hundred ten teachers answered the first part of 
this question. Forty-five or forty-one per cent stated that 
their superintendents do use a rating scale; twenty-five or 
twenty-three per cent answered negatively; forty or thirty- 
six per cent stated that they did not know. 
Of the one hundred five teachers who answered the second 
part of this question, twenty-nine or twenty-eight per cent 
stated that their principals use a rating scale, thirty-nine 
or thirty-seven per cent stated to the contrary and thirty- 
seven or thirty-five per cent stated that they did not know. 
Do Supervisory Personnel in Your System Have Individual Con¬ 
ferences with Their Teachers to Discuss Problems? If so, 
When - Before. During or After School? How Long do Such 
Conferences Usually Last? 
In replying to the first section of this inquiry, sixty 
teachers answered affirmatively and forty-eight answered 
negatively, while eight declined to answer. 
Of the sixty teachers who answered affirmatively, 
eleven teachers stated that such conferences were held when¬ 
ever convenient, eleven indicated that they were held during 
school hours, four that they were held before school, thirty- 
three that they were held after school and one teacher neg¬ 
lected to answer. Thus, though there does not seem to be 
any unanimity among the school systems studied, over fifty 
per cent hold individual conferences after school hours. 
Likewise, in the length of such conferences, the prac¬ 
tice seems to vary widely. Of the fifty-five teachers who 
estimated the length of their teacher-supervisor conferen¬ 
ces, twenty-seven gave estimates of between two minutes and 
a half hour, nine between thirty and sixty minutes, and 
nineteen stated that there was no set limit to such confer¬ 
ences. Of the latter group, ten teachers indicated that 
such conferences were longer than one hour. 
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Do You Receive Supervisory Bulletins? One hundred nine 
teachers answered this question; fifty or forty-six per 
cent gave an affirmative answer and fifty-nine or fifty- 
four per cent gave a negative answer. 
Are Demonstration Glasses Made Available to You? If so. 
How Often - Per Year? Would You Like to Have More? Of the 
one hundred ten teachers who answered the first section of 
this question only ten answered affirmatively, whereas the 
remaining one hundred answered negatively. The ten teachers 
who stated that they do have demonstration classes gave es¬ 
timates as to their frequency which averaged less than two 
per year. 
The last part of this question was quite evidently 
worded poorly; for, only seventy-three teachers indicated 
as to whether or not they would desire “more* demonstration 
classes. To many of those teachers who answered the first 
part and neglected the last part of the question, the latter 
was apparently ambiguous for many who did answer changed the 
word ’’more” to “some* and a few deleted the word “more'1. Of 
the seventy-three who did make an indication, sixty or 
eighty-two per cent expressed a desire that demonstration 
classes be made available to them. 
Are Your Teachers1 Meetings an Aid Toward the Improvement 
Of Your Teaching Efficiency? How Often are They Held? In 
assessing the value which they placed upon their teachers* 
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meetings, fifty—three teachers or forty—eight per cent 
answered "Yes", whereas, fifty—seven or fifty—two per cent 
stated that their meetings were not an aid to their teaching 
efficiency. Thus, it seems that in the school systems 
studied the teachers are about equally divided as to the 
value of their teachers' meetings. 
In answering as to the frequency of their teachers' 
meetings, five teachers answered that they had no meetings, 
eight that such meetings were held when necessary, six 
that they were held bi-weekly, three that they were held 
about fifteen times per year, thirty-five that they were 
held between once and seven times per year and forty-two 
stated that their meetings were held monthly. There seems 
to be little similarity in the frequency with which the 
various systems studied hold teachers' meetings. However, 
the average frequency, as derived from the ninety-nine 
answers, is between six and seven meetings per year. 
In Your First Year of Teaching;. Were the School Rules and 
Regulations Fully Explained to You Before You Commenced 
Your Teaching Duties? Fifty-eight or fifty-two per cent of 
the one hundred twelve teachers answering this question 
signified that when they commenced their teaohing duties 
they were not made cognizant as to the rules and regula¬ 
tions in force within their respective school systems. The 
remaining fifty-four teachers who answered this question 
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Indicated that they were properly briefed before starting 
their first year of teaching. 
Summary — In reviewing the findings of thi3 chapter, we may 
oonclude that supervisory practices vary widely among school 
systems. Based on the data presented, it has been estab¬ 
lished that:- 
(1) A small number of teachers receive no supervisory 
visits during their first year; a larger number re¬ 
ceive none their second year; and, of the teachers of 
average experience, about one third receive no visits 
from supervisory personnel. 
(2) Although there is wide variation in the length of 
supervisory visitations, during a teacher’s first year 
they average about twenty minutes and for the teacher 
of average experience are usually about ten minutes. 
(3) Over one third of the teachers do not know whether 
or not their superintendents and principals use teacher 
rating scales. 
(4) Though teaoher conferences with supervisory per¬ 
sonnel are common over forty per cent of the teachers 
do not so benefit. More of such conferences are held 
after school than at any other period and their dura¬ 
tion varies widely. 
(5) Over fifty per cent of the teachers do not receive 
supervisory bulletins. 
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(6) Although lesr than one out of ten teachers re¬ 
ceives the benefit of demonstration classes, four out 
of five would like to have them made available. 
(7) Over one half of the teachers feel that their 
teachers1 meetings do not improve their teaching ef¬ 
ficiency. Though the frequency with which such meet¬ 
ings are held varies widely, the average is between 
six and seven per year. 
(g) Approximately, fifty per cent of the teachers be¬ 
gan their first year without being properly briefed ae 
to the regulations of the school system. 
CHAPTER V 
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CHAPTER V 
SUPERVISORY ASSISTANCE RECEIVED 
Since eight of the one hundred sixteen teachers who re¬ 
turned questionnaires failed to complete any part of the 
seoond section, all tabulations treated in this and in the 
next two ohapters are computed on a basis of one hundred 
eight returns. Exoept where otherwise noted, tabulations 
in the preceding ohapters were based on returns of one hun¬ 
dred sixteen completed questionnaires. 
The first part of the second section of the question¬ 
naire was constructed to find out on which of the stated 
problem situations teachers most frequently received super¬ 
visory assistance. Although the situations were not ar¬ 
ranged in order of importance, that some were more important 
than others was demonstrated by the comparatively high num¬ 
bers of teachers who cheoked certain situations and the rel¬ 
atively low number who cheoked others. Hence, the more fre¬ 
quently a particular situation was checked by the teaoher 
the more important it must have been considered by supervi¬ 
sory personnel. This becomes more apparent upon an examin¬ 
ation of Table VII which has been arranged so that the situ¬ 
ations appear in the descending order of the frequency with 
which they were cheoked. 
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TABLE VII 
Situations in Which Supervisory Assistance Was Received 
Situation 
Number 
Of 
Teachers 
Per Cent 
Of 
Teachers 
Solving disciplinary problems. 
Grading work in accordance with the 
school's marking standards. 
Determining individual differences. 
Securing audio-visual aids. 
Revising your course of study when 
changes become necessary. 
Making provisions for individual differ¬ 
ences* . 
Keeping your register correctly. 
Using audio-visual aids in your classes 
Improving your teaching methods. 
Determining the amount of homework to 
be assigned. 
Deciding who should fail your classes*. 
Establishing objectives or goals of 
attainment for your classes.. 
Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 
Planning your professional advancement* 
Treating controversial issues. 
Lesson planning.*. 
Methods of stimulating and holding 
pupil interest.*. 
Adjusting your teaching to the level of 
your p pils. 
93 
54 
48 
47 
46 
4l 
37 
34 
33 
31 
31 
31 
27 
26 
26 
22 
20 
20 
86 
50 
44 
44 
43 
38 
34 
31 
30 
29 
29 
29 
25 
24 
24 
20 
19 
19 
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Situations In Whloh Teachers Most Frequently Aided _ Of 
the one hundred eight teachers whose answers are being con¬ 
sidered here, ninety-three or eighty-six per cent indicated 
that they had received assistance "In solving disciplinary 
problems’*. "Grading work in accordance with the school's 
marking standards" and "Determining individual differences" 
ranked next in frequency. Fifty-four or fifty per cent had 
received assistance in the former, and forty-eight or forty- 
four per cent had received assistance in the latter situa¬ 
tion. "Securing audio-visual aids" ranked fourth with 
forty-seven or forty-four per cent. In fifth place was 
"Revising your course of study when ohanges become neces¬ 
sary" on which forty-six or forty-three per cent of the 
teachers indicated that they had received assistance. Forty- 
one or thirty-eight per cent of the teachers stated that 
they had reoeived assistance in "Making provisions for in¬ 
dividual differences". Therefore, of the eighteen situa¬ 
tions listed, the six on which the teachers had most often 
received supervisory assistance appear in the following 
order;- 
(1) Solving disciplinary problems. 
(?) Grading work in accordance with the school's mark¬ 
ing standards. 
(3) Determining individual differences. 
(4) Securing audio-visual aids. 
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(5) Revising courses of study when changes become 
necessary. 
(6) Making provisions for Individual differences. 
Situations in Which Teachers Least Frequently Aided — As 
indicated in Table VIIf the situations in which the teachers 
were least frequently aided were as follows 
(1) Adjusting teaching to the level of pupils. 
(2) Methods of stimulating and holding pupil interest. 
(3) Lesson planning. 
(4) Planning professional advancement. 
(5) Treating controversial issues. 
(6) Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 
Twenty-five per cent or less of the teachers had re¬ 
ceived supervisory assistance in handling those types of 
situations. 
\ 
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CHAPTER VI 
SOURCE OF SUPERVISORY ASSISTANCE RECEIVED 
In this chapter, consideration of the source of the 
teachers' supervisory assistance will be treated. In 
column MBW on the second page of the questionnaire, the 
teachers were asked to indicate the source of the assist¬ 
ance which they had Indicated in column MAM as having been 
previously received. 
Variation from Expected Answers — Although the teachers 
were asked to indicate one of three possible sources — 
superintendent, principal or teaoher — they indicated that 
they had received assistance on some types of situations 
from both superintendent and principal, and in others from 
a principal-teacher combination. Therefore, instead of 
three, there are five types of answers to be considered. 
Omissions — In many oases, though there was an answer in 
column MA" indicating that the individual teacher had re¬ 
ceived help in the listed situation, there was no indication 
in oolumn MBM as to the source of that assistance. Hence, 
the results which are shown in Table VIII dealing with the 
source of supervisory assistance do not equal the totals 
which might be expected from a comparison with Table VII. 
Source of Supervisory Assistance — Table VIII has been con¬ 
structed to show the source from which the teachers received 
their supervisory assistance. The situations have been 
listed in the ohanoe order in which they were presented in 
the questionnaire. 
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TABLE VIII 
Source of Supervisory Assistance 
Situation ■Fc-inr pTT f¥f S-P** « P-T 
Solving disciplinary problems..... • 4 6o 6 0 4 
Grading work in accordance with the 
school* s marking standards. 4 31 0 3 3 
Lesson planning.. 5 0 5 2 0 
Improving your teaching methods. 0 16 2 3 0 
Determining the amount of homework to 
be assigned... 1 14 5 6 2 
Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 2 16 3 1 0 
Determining individual differences. 2 26 5 6 3 
Making provisions for individual differ¬ 
ences. 4 21 4 4 3 
Establishing objectives or goals of 
attainment for your classes. 4 21 1 2 1 
Revising your course of study when 
changes become neoessary. 10 13 9 7 3 
Keeping your register correctly... 11 5 14 1 2 
Securing audio-visual aids.. 7 10 14 2 3 
Using audio-visual aids in your classes 2 15 13 0 1 
Methods of stimulating and holding 
4 9 2 2 1 
Planning your professional advancement. 9 6 0 0 0 
Adjusting your teaching to the level of 
2 12 1 2 0 
1 17 2 2 1 ireaving oonviuvt?x ®• • • • •••••• 
Deciding who should fail your classes.. 1 19 4 3 0 
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In the second column under ”3“ is Indicated the number 
of teachers who were aided by their superintendents. Like¬ 
wise, in the third, fourth, fifth and sixth columns are 
shown the number of teaohers who received their assistance 
from each of the other four sources. "P" denotes “princi¬ 
pal* 9 M^rt represents “teacher", ”S-P“ stands for “superin¬ 
tendent-principal" and ”P-T” signifies “prinoipal-teacher”• 
Most Common Source — As could and should be expected, tabu¬ 
lation of the returns indicates that the principal is the 
major source of supervisory assistance. An examination of 
Table VIII reveale that in all but two situations the prin¬ 
cipal was more frequently the source of aid to teaohers. 
From both superintendents and other teachers, more help was 
received “In keeping your register correctly” than from 
principals. Also, there were more teaohers who received 
assistance in “Planning your professional advancement” from 
their superintendents than there were from their principals 
and more from a combination of superintendent and principal 
than from the principal alone. 
Percentage of Supervisory Assistance Received from Each 
Source — Table IX has been constructed to show the percen¬ 
tage of assistance from each of the three distinct sources 
and from the two combinations. In columns ”3”, MP“, "T”, 
”S-P” and ”P-T” are the percentages of supervisory assist¬ 
ance: superintendent, principal, other teachers and combin¬ 
ations of superintendent-principal and prinoipal-teaoher. 
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TABLE IX 
Percentage of Supervisory Assistance 
Received from Each Source 
n 
k 
Situation 
Solving disciplinary problems. 
Grading work In aocordanoe with the 
school’s marking standards. 
Lesson planning. 
Improving your teaching methods. 
Determining the amount of homework to 
be assigned.... 
Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 
Determining individual differences. 
Making provisions for individual dif¬ 
ferences. 
Establishing objectives or goals of 
attainment for your classes.. 
Revising your course of study when 
changes become necessary. 
Keeping your register correctly. 
Securing audio-visual aids.. 
Using audio-visual aids in your classes 
Methods of stimulating and holding 
pupil interest. 
Planning your professional advancement. 
Adjusting your teaching to the level of 
your pupils... • 
Treating controversial issues. 
Deciding who should fail your classes.. 
Percentage from Each 
M gtt H pH HrjiH rt g_ptl #p_ij» rt 
5 73 7 10 5 
a 63 16 6 7 
25 4o 25 10 0 
2S 55 7 10 0 
4 50 1& 21 7 
9 73 13 4 0 
5 62 12 14 7 
11 58 11 11 & 
14 72 3 7 3 
-
=
t
 
CM
 31 21 16 7 
33 15 42 3 6 
16 41 32 5 7 
6 4S 42 0 4 
22 50 11 11 6 
39 26 0 35 0 
12 71 6 11 0 
4 74 9 9 4 
4 70 15 11 0 
Situations In Which the Superintendent is More Likely to 
Render Assistance — As might be expected, the superintend¬ 
ent is more likely to render assistance In some situations 
than in others. Further, some teachers are more likely to 
seek assistance from their superintendents in certain situ¬ 
ations than in others. As shown in Table IX, the largest 
percentage of assistance rendered by the superintendent is 
■‘In planning your professional advancement". In second 
place is “Keeping your register correctly". "Improving your 
teaching methods" ranks next. In fourth end fifth place 
respectively are "Lesson planning" and "Revising your course 
of study when changes become necessary". The percentage of 
supervisory assistance rendered by the superintendents in 
each of the stated situations may be seen in Table IX. 
Situations In Which the Principal is More Likely to be the 
Source of Assistance — As shown in column "P" of Table IX, 
the five situations in whioh the principal is more likely to 
be the source of assistance are:- 
(1) Treating controversial issues. 
(P) Solving disciplinary problems. 
(3) Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 
(4) Establishing objectives or goals of attainment 
for classes. 
(5) Adjusting teaching to the level of pupils. 
For the proportionate amount of assistance rendered In 
each situation by the principal, see Table IX. 
-Situations In Which Other Teachers are More Likely to be of 
Assistance — From the data as tabulated In Table IX under 
column MTM, it may be observed that teachers receive more 
assistance from fellow teachers in certain of the situations. 
The five most common of the situations in which other teach¬ 
ers are of assistance are:- 
(1) Using audio-visual aids in classes. 
(2) Keeping register correctly. 
(3) Seourlng audio-visual aids. 
W Lesson planning. 
(5) Revising courses of study. 
Column "T" shove the relative frequency with which 
teachers receive assistance from fellow teachers in each of 
the situations covered in the ouestionnalre. 
Supervisory Assistance from a Superintendent-Principal Com¬ 
bination — The four meet common situations in which teach¬ 
ers receive supervisory help from a superintendent-principal 
combination ares* 
(1) Planning professional advancement. 
(2) Determining the amount of homework to be assigned. 
(3) Revising courses of study. 
(1) Determining individual differences. 
Supervisory Assistance Received from a Principal-Teacher 
Combination — As may be noted from a study of column "P-T" 
of Table IX, there are no situations in which teachers re¬ 
ceive a relatively large amount of assistance from a prin¬ 
cipal-teacher combination. 
Summary — Apparently, there is no set practice in secondary 
schools as to what person or persons shall render supervi¬ 
sory assistance in any of the situations presented. Al¬ 
though the teachers indicate that they receive more assist¬ 
ance from their principals in most of the situations than 
from sny other source or combination of sources, they re¬ 
ceive muoh of their assistance from their superintendents, 
a comparable amount from other teachers and some from super¬ 
intendent-principal and prlnoipal-teacher combinations. 
CHAPTER VII 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUPERVISORY ASSISTANCE DESIRED 
In the second section of the questionnaire, the teaoh- 
ers were asked to indicate as to whether or not they would 
desire more assistance in the indicated situations and in 
whioh two they would most desire assistance. As noted in 
a previous ohapter, there was no attempt to arrange the sit¬ 
uations in other than a chance order. However, that some 
teaohers considered that they would profit more from as¬ 
sistance in certain of the situations is indicated by the 
tabulations expressed in Table X. 
Situations in Which Teaohers Most Frequently Desire Assist¬ 
ance — The situation in whioh the one hundred eight teaoh¬ 
ers most frequently indicated that they would desire more 
assistance was "Making provisions for individual differ¬ 
ences". The next most frequently checked items were, 
"Solving disciplinary problems" and "Improving your teaching 
methods" whioh were both indicated by forty-nine or forty- 
five per cent of the teachers. "Methods of stimulating and 
holding pupil interest" was ohecked by forty-five or forty- 
two per cent. Of fifth importance to the teachers was 
"Establishing objectives or goals of attainment for your 
classes" which was checked by forty or thirty-seven per cent 
of the teachers. Thus, the five situations checked most 
frequently by the teaohers aret- 
(1) Making provisions for individual differences. 
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TABLE X 
Situations in Which Teachers Desire More Assistance 
Number 
Desiring 
Situation Assistance Per Cent 
Making provisions for individual dif- 
Terences*... 52 48 
Solving disciplinary problems. 49 45 
Improving your teaching methods. 49 *+5 
Methods of stimulating and holding 
pupil interest. *5 42 
Establishing objectives or goals of 
attainment for your classes. 40 37 
Securing audio-visual aids. 4o 37 
Determining individual differences. 38 35 
Revising your course of study when 
changes become necessary. 38 35 
Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 36 33 
Using audio-visual aids in your classes 32 30 
Treating controversial issues. 28 26 
Grading work in accordance with the 
school*s marking standards. 24 22 
Adjusting your teaching to the level of 
your pupils.... • • 24 22 
Planning your professional advancement. 23 21 
Deciding who should fail your classes.. 23 21 
20 19 
Determining the amount of homework to 
15 14 
Keeping your register correctly. 6 6 
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(2) Solving disciplinary problems, 
(3) Improving teaching methods. 
(*0 Methods of stimulating and holding pupil interest* 
(5) Establishing objectives or goals of attainment 
for classes. 
Situations in Which Teachers Least Frequently Desire Assist¬ 
ance — As indicated in Tsble X# the five situations in 
which the teachers are least desirous of assistance are:- 
(1) Keeping register correctly. 
(2) Determining the amount of homework to be assigned. 
(3) Lesson planning. 
(4) Deciding who should fail classes. 
(5) Planning professional advancement. 
Situations in Which Teaohers "Most* Desire Assistance — At 
the end of the eighteen situations, the teaohers were asked 
on what two of the listed situations they would "most* de¬ 
sire assistance. Although, it was expected that the results 
from this question would be similar to the frequency with 
which they indicated that they would desire assistance on the 
eighteen items, such was not the case. As shown in Table XI, 
the order of preference thus indicated places the first five 
situations in the following sequence. 
(1) Making provisions for Individual differences. 
(2) Solving disciplinary problems. 
(3) Improving teaching methods. 
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TABLE XI 
Situations in Which Teachers Most Desire Assistance 
Situation 
Making provisions for individual dif¬ 
ferences... 
Solving disciplinary problems. 
Improving your teaching methods. 
Revising your course of study when 
changes become necessary. 
Securing audio-visual aids. 
Methods of stimulating and holding 
pupil interest. 
(Jetting pupils to do assigned homework. 
Determining individual differences. 
Establishing objectives or goals of 
attainment for your olasses. 
Adjusting your teaching to the level of 
your pupils.... 
Grading work in accordance with the 
school* s marking standards. 
Treating controversial Issues. 
Using audio-visual aids in your classes 
Planning your professional advancement. 
Deciding who should fail your classes.. 
Lesson planning... 
Determining the amount of homework to 
be assigned. 
Keeping your register correctly. 
Most 
Desire Per Gent 
27 25 
25 23 
23 21 
17 16 
16 15 
12 11 
11 10 
11 10 
11 10 
7 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 1 
1 1 
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W Revising courses of study. 
(5) Securing audio-visual aide. 
The frequency with which the teachers Indicated their 
choice of situations in which they would Mmostw desire as¬ 
sistance is shown in Table XI, together with the percen¬ 
tages in each situation. The percentages are based on a 
total of one hundred eight completed questionnaires. 
Situations in Which Teaohers Show Least Preference for 
Assistance — The order of least preference for assistance 
in the given situations stated by the teaohers as shown in 
Table XI would plaoe the five in which assistance was least 
desired in the following order:- 
(l) Keeping register correctly. 
(?) Determining the amount of homework to be 
assigned. 
(3) Lesson planning. 
(*0 Deciding who should fail classes. 
(5) Planning professional advancement. 
As might be expected, th9 situations in which teaohers 
show least preference for assistance fall in the same order 
as those in which they least frequently desire assistance. 
Situations Not Listed in Which Teachers Desire More Asslst- 
.. -- ■■ '  ■■■   ... -  — —-»---——- 
anoe — At the end of the questionnaire in the space provid¬ 
ed twenty-seven teaohers listed items on which they would 
like more assistance and which were presumably not included 
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In the eighteen listed situations. However, of those 
twenty-seven teachers, only seven Indicated items which were 
not already included. The substance of those expressed de¬ 
sires is as follows:- 
(1) Assistance in home room guidance programs. 
(2) Help in parent-teacher and publio relations. 
(3) Extra ourricular activities. 
(4) Coordination of individual courses with the 
sohool program as a whole. 
(5) Planning field trips. 
(6) Arranging radio programs. 
(7) Teaohing manners to pupils without being offen¬ 
sive. 
Remarks — Several teachers took the opportunity of express¬ 
ing themselves relative to supervisory practices in their 
schools. The substance of their remarks is as follows:- 
(1) Three teachers remarked that they benefited more 
from summer school attendance than from any assistance 
received from either their superintendents or their 
principals. 
(2) Four teaohers stated that they would like more 
assistance if their supervisors were capable of render¬ 
ing it. 
(3) One home economics teaoher and one commercial 
teacher said that their supervisory personnel were not 
familiar enough with their work to be of any assistance. 
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(U) One home economics teacher and the agricultural 
teacher indicated that much of their assistance came 
from state supervisory personnel. 
(5) Three teachers stated that they preferred to work 
out their problems vlthout assistance. 
Summary — Although pupil discipline is one of the most 
troublesome aspects of a teacher*s work, assistance in mak¬ 
ing provisions for individual differences is more frequently 
desired by teachers and is the situation in which they would 
most desire supervisory assistance. 
ft 
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CHAPTER VIII 
RESTATEMENT OP PROBLEM, SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, 
CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
Statement of Problem — There are three main purposes at¬ 
tached to this study:- 
(1) To determine hov much supervisory assistance is 
being received by secondary school teachers in com¬ 
munities taken to be typical of Massachusetts. 
(2) To determine the measure of what those teachers 
desire in the way of supervisory assistance. 
(3) To determine what relationship exists between the 
amount and type of supervision being received by those 
teachers and the amount and type they desire. 
Summary of Findings — Teacher attitude toward supervision 
may be expressed as followss- 
(1) About one out of every three teachers desires 
more supervisory assistance than he is now receiving. 
(2) Teachers with less than six years experience are 
twice as likely to desire more supervisory assistance. 
(3) Twenty-five per cent of the average teachers con¬ 
sult neither their principals nor their superintendent 
on problems of a classroom nature. 
(4) Many teachers who desire assistance are afraid 
to seek it from their supervisory personnel. 
(5) The presence of a supervisory visitor is disturb¬ 
ing to teachers irrespective of the length of experi¬ 
ence of the latter. 
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From a study of supervisory practices treated In this 
problem, the following was ascertained*- 
(1) Over fifty per cent of the teachers consider their 
teachers1 meetings of little assistance toward the im¬ 
provement of their teaching efficiency. 
(2) More than fifty per cent of the teachers began 
their teaching duties without the benefit of adequate 
briefing relative to the rules and regulations of 
their school systems. 
(3) Although eighty per cent of the teachers desire 
to have demonstration olasses made available, less 
than ten per cent so benefit. 
(4) Although the teachers have an average of three 
supervisory visits per year, the average length of 
those visit8 is about ten minutes, and more than one 
third of the teachers have none at all. 
(5) Although the use of teacher rating scales is 
common, more than one third of the teachers do not 
know if they are so rated. 
(6) More than forty per cent of the teachers do not 
have the benefit of individual conferences with their 
supervisors. 
(7) More than fifty per cent of the teaohers do not 
receive supervisory bulletins. 
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(S) A few teaohers seek assistance from their fellow 
teachers rather than from their supervisory personnel. 
There is considerable disparity between the amount and 
type of supervisory assistance received by teachers and the 
amount and type which they desire. Table XII, “Supervisory 
Assistance Received Compared with the Desire for More 
Assistance”, has been designed to show that disparity. In 
. / 
Table XII under the columns headed, “Assistance Received”, 
and “More Assistance Desired”, is placed the number of 
teaohers who checked those items in each of the given situ¬ 
ations. 
(1) By a comparison between those two columns, it may 
be concluded that the average teaoher has reoeived rel¬ 
atively more supervisory assistance than he now desires 
in the following situations:- 
(a) In solving disciplinary problems. 
(b) Keeping his register correctly. 
(o) Grading pupils* work. 
(d) Determining the amount of homework to be 
assigned. 
(e) Revising courses of study. 
( f) Determining failures. 
(g) Securing audio-visual aids. 
(h) Planning professional advancement. 
(i) Lesson planning. 
TABLE XII 
Supervisory Assistance Received Compared with the 
Desire for More Assistance 
^ " . .. ~ ’ . ”.” More 
Assistance Assistance 
Situation_Received Desired 
Solving disciplinary problems. 93 49 
Grading work in accordance with the 
school’s marking standards.. 5^ 24 
Determining individual differences. 4g 3& 
Securing audio-visual aids... 47 4o 
Revising your course of study when 
changes become necessary. 46 3& 
Making provisions for individual dif¬ 
ferences. . .. 4l 52 
Keeping your register correctly. 37 6 
Using audio-visual aids in your classes 34 32 
Improving your teaching methods. 33 ^9 
Determining the amount of homework to 
be assigned....*<•. 31 *5 
Deciding who should fail your classes.. 31 23 
Establishing objectives or goals of 
attainment for your classes. 31 40 
Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 27 36 
Planning your professional advancement. 26 23 
Treating controversial issues.....  26 2g 
Lesson planning. 22 20 
Methods of stimulating and holding 
pupil interest. 20 ^5 
Adjusting your teaching to the level of 
your p pils. 20 24 
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(2) By further comparison of the two columns, It may 
be concluded that the average teacher has received 
relatively less supervisory assistance than he now de¬ 
sires in the following situations!- 
(a) Methods of stimulating and holding pupil 
interest. 
(b) Improving teaohing methods. 
(o) Providing for individual differences. 
(d) Establishing objectives or goals of attain¬ 
ment. 
(e) Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 
(f) Adjusting teaching to pupil level. 
(g) Treating controversial issues. 
Conclusion** — The concensus of the teachers included in 
this study leads to the following conclusions:- 
(1) There is considerable room for the improvement of 
supervisory practices within our secondary schools. 
(?) Supervisory personnel should render relatively 
more assistance to teachers in some situations and 
relatively less in others. 
Limitations — 
(1) There is no practical way of assessing the honesty 
or accuracy of the answers upon which the findings in 
this study are based. 
-6o- 
(2) Although this study included secondary school 
systems which represented five per cent of the popula¬ 
tion and one per cent of the secondary school teachers 
of Massachusetts, it only covered fifteen school sys¬ 
tems located mainly in one section of the state. 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
The information sought in this questionnaire is to be 
used by the oompiler as the basis for the preparation of a 
paper to partially fulfill the requirements for the Master 
of Solenoe degree in the Department of Education at the Uni¬ 
versity of Massachusetts at Amherst. 
This questionnaire has been designed to procure infor¬ 
mation as to the amount and type of supervision being re¬ 
ceived by the average secondary teacher in relation to the 
amount and type of supervision desired by the teaoher. 
2. 
In that all requested information is to be treated as 
confidential, it is hoped that no indication will be made as 
to the identity of the individual or of the school system to 
which he belongs.___ 
YT tiow many years have you been teaching?.   ( ) 
In your present school system?. ( ) 
What is the approximate enrollment of your sohool? ( ) 
How many teaohers are there in your sohool?. ( ) 
What is the principal subject which you teach?.... ( ) 
About how many supervisory visits did you receive 
in your first year of teaching?. ( ) 
In your second r?. ( ) 
Do you now receive?.  ( ) 
In minute8, how long was the average supervisory 
visit during your first year?. ( ) 
How long are they now . ( ) 
Do you desire more supervisory assistance?. ( ) 
Does your Superintendent use a rating scale in 
Judging his teachers* qualifications?. ( ) 
Does your Principal?.. ( ) 
Do Supervisory personnel in your system have in¬ 
dividual conferences with teaohers to discuss 
pr blems?. ( ) 
If so, when - before, during or after school?. ( ) 
How long do such conferences usually last?... ( ) 
Do you receive supervisory bulletins?. ( ) 
Are demonstration classes made available to you?.. ( ) 
If so, how often - per year?...  ( ) 
Would you like to have more?. ( ) 
Are your teachers* meetings an aid toward the im¬ 
provement of your teaching efficiency?. ( ) 
How often are they h ld?.. 
In your first year of teaching were the sohool 
rules and regulations fully explained to you be¬ 
fore you commenced your teaching duties?.. ( ) 
When teaching problems arise in your classes do 
you consult your Principal for assistance?. ( ) 
Do you consult your Superintendent?. ( ) 
Do you mind teaching when a supervisor is present? ( ) 
6. 
7- 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13< 
14. 
15. 
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In checking the following situations: 
!• column ”AM place an flXH if you have received any 
supervisory help in the indicated situation. 
2. In column HBM place an M3* if that help came from the 
Superintendent, a MPrt if it came from the Principal, 
or a WTM if it came from another teacher. 
3* In column HCM assume that adequate and efficient 
supervisory help is available, and then indicate with an 
WXM if you would like more aid in the indicated situa- 
tion. 
FOR EXAMPLE: In situation #1, if you have been getting some 
aid from the Principal in disciplinary problems, but 
you would desire some more aid from some source, you 
should put an "XM in column HAM a MPH in column MBM and 
an MXH in column HC* 
-njy-irsT-wp* -- 
1. T7TTT7 
2. ( ) ( ) ( ) 
?.()()() 
&-()()() 
5- ( ) ( ) ( ) 
11 
12 
52: < 
ififi 6. ( 7- ( 
«.()()() 
9. ( ) ( ) ( ) 
10. ( ) ( ) ( ) 
•()()( 
.()()( 
( 
15. < ) 
16. ( ) 
( ) ( 
( ) ( 
ill 
17*< ) ( ) ( ) 
18.( MM) 
Solving disciplinary problems. 
Grading work in accordance with the school*s 
marking standards. 
Lesson planning. 
Improving your teaching methods. 
Determining the amount of homework to be 
assigned. 
Getting pupils to do assigned homework. 
Determining individual differences. 
Making provisions for individual differences. 
Establishing objectives or goals of attain¬ 
ment for your classes. 
Revising your course of study when changes 
become necessary. 
Keeping your register oorrectly. 
Securing audio-visual aids. 
Using audio-visual aids in your classes. 
Methods of stimulating and holding pupil 
interest. 
Planning your professional advancement. 
Adjusting your teaching to the level of your 
pupils. 
Treating controversial issues. 
Deciding who should fall your classes. 
In the order of your preference, on what two items 
listed above would you most desire supervisory assistance? 
1. 
In the space provided below please list any supervi- 
sory assistance not listed above on which you have received 
help and on which you would desire more help. 
* 
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